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	This book tells you about many of the experiences and stories that were part of my life as a sixteen-year-old hacker. I've tried where possible to make references general, rather than specific, to avoid giving you the impression that a particular hacking approach or technique always works on a single type or class of computer system. Hackers try all kinds of things - they have nothing to lose and everything (in their eyes) to gain.


	This book gives my view of the hacking experiences I describe. If, in writing, I have misrepresented or misunderstood any event, I have done so unknowingly. As I state many times: Computer security is ultimately the responsibility of the people who use computers, not of the machines and programs themselves.


	While a book reflects the feelings and opinions of the person who writes it, there are many other people who commit their time and their abilities to making the book as good as it can be. For their help and encouragement, I would like to thank the people at Microsoft Press - in particular, Karen Meredith, publicist; Barry Preppernau, senior technical reviewer; Salley Oberlin, editorial director; Joyce Cox, managing editor; and JoAnne Woodcock, senior editor. Special thanks also go to William Gladstone, my literary agent.


	To the many other people who have contributed to this book: my appreciation for your efforts in making this an experience to be remembered. Thank you.
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General RelativityUniversity of Chicago Press, 1984
"Wald's book is clearly the first textbook on general relativity with a totally modern point of view; and it succeeds very well where others are only partially successful.  The book includes full discussions of many problems of current interest which are not treated in any extant book, and all these matters are considered with perception and...
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Practical Object-oriented Design with UMLMcGraw-Hill, 2000
This book is a revised edition of my earlier book Practical Object-Oriented Design. It shares the same aims as the earlier book, namely to provide a practical introduction to design which will be of use to people with experience of programming who want to learn how to express the design of object-oriented programs more abstractly.

The...
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Beginning Mac OS X Tiger Dashboard Widget DevelopmentWrox Press, 2006
Dashboard widgets bring local and global information to the Tiger desktop by giving you the information you need with a simple keystroke. However, there is much more to a Dashboard widget than HTML. Cascading Sheets (CSS) provide widgets with and layout while JavaScript makes the widget dynamic and provides user interaction. In this book, Fred...
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Techno Rebels: The Renegades of Electronic Funk (Painted Turtle)Painted Turtle, 2010

	When it was originally published in 1999, Techno Rebels became the definitive text on a hard-to-define but vital genre of music. Author Dan Sicko demystified techno's characteristics, influences, and origins and argued that although techno enjoyed its most widespread popularity in Europe, its birthplace and most important incubator was...
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Learning Google Apps ScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript
	
		Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more.
	
		A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions
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ZK Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2007
ZK is an open-source web development framework that enables web applications to have the rich user experiences and low development costs that desktop applications have had for years. ZK includes an AJAX-based event-driven engine, rich sets of XML User Interface Language (XUL), and XHTML components, and a markup language (ZUML).The ZK rich client...
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